In analysis-by-synthesis coders the problem of apprarimating the original signal by the synthesized signal is solved over a limited time interval only. Zn this contribution a systematic investigation of pssibk improvements by using extended or even unlimited intervals i s presented
INTRODUCTION
In linear predictive d i n g using analysis-by-synthesis techniques 11, 21 the quantization e m r at the output of a synthesis filter shall be minimized as depicted in Figure 1 . The whole block or interval I, consisting of ~5 samples the quantized exatation sequence cy(,) is determined, so as to minimize the perceptual quantization error Pe. In the state-of-the-art schemes the error is computed just over the same time interval I, (analysis interval) , ignoring the influence of the quantization on future intervals I,+1, I,+1 etc. In [3] this influence is taken into consideration to a certain extent only as the influence of excitation c,(k) on one future frame I,+1 is considered, but by using an emt Pe independent of c,+l(k).
In this paper a joint optimization technique is proposed, taking into account the contribution of the excitation sequences cy(,), c,+l (k), to the expected distortion computed over all future frames. A theoretical solution for the described problem is derived and applied to a fixed grid Regular Pulse Excitation codec @PE, e. g. 121) and a Code Excited Linear Predictive codec (CELP, [l] ). With this new systematic analysis, the infiuence of analysis time limitation in the traditional schemes can be evaluated.
SEQUENTIAL QUANTIZATION
The synthesis filter cascade in interval Iy is described by its impulse responses h,(k) which can be truncated to R 5 L samples. At first we consider the case that an FIR synthesis filter is used or that the coeffiaents of an IIR filter did not change from The speech signal begins in frame I1 thus ro = CO = 0. While M may be arbitrary large we obtain Pe summed over M frames as
MATHEMATICAL SOLUTION
Since the signal is only described statistically, the expeded value of Pe shall be minimized by choosing the optimal excitation signal cy in each frame. I. e. the task is to find a set of rules 
APPLICATION
By using condition (6) For the fixed grid RPEapproach an analytical solution was derived [SI, which was applied to a speech codec based on the G S M d e c and provided an improvement of 0.2 dB averaged SNR but 3 dB for sine signals.
In the case of vector quantization when cv is a codevector chosen from a codebook, analytical solutions can not be expected. This must be done by iteration since in (7) cv is already induded.
The iteration starts with rv-cv = 0 in (7). Then (5) is used to find an iteration value of E.7' which in turn can be used in (7)
to improve the iteration value of a2:. IF C! ;
?' does not change any more (fixed point), the iteration stops and is taken as the quantized excitation sequence For frame I".
This method was implemented For simple 8 lrHz CELPGodecs without noise weighting nor long term predictor [6] . In 99% of all blocks one or two iterations were sufficient to reach a fixed point. So the number of iterations was always limited to two.
To judge the gained improvements the absolute maximum threshold €or quantization with the given codebook was determined.
It is computed by an exhaustive search over all codeword combinations For an entire file which implies that the whole signal must be known before the quantization starts.
We 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A systematic approach For judging the performance of the time limited analysis-by-synthesis is given. The conventional algorithm is not very Far away From the noncausal absolute optimum. The new proposed optimal sequential quantization practically comes up to the absolute optimum while exploiting solely one Future frame.
